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  Michelle DeSmyter:Dear All, Welcome to the Privacy and Proxy Service Provider Accreditation IRT Subteam 3
meeting on Friday, 16 June 2017 at 15:00 UTC
  Eric Rokobauer:agree with Roger
  Chris Pelling:after all, sorry for tariness
  Chris Pelling:tardiness *
  Roger Carney:Sounds perfect
  Theo Geurts:create a definition good idea
  steve metalitz:@Theo why assume these will be free services?  No registrar provides these services for free.
  Chris Pelling:In the non affiliated accreditation case, their could be an extra fee in case of de-accrediatation,
ICANN holds hte funds and provides those funds to the registrar
  Chris Pelling:as the registrar has to "fix" the data
  Chris Pelling:or ICANN compliance can correct the data
  Theo Geurts:with every Registry being Thick we could maybe also centralise it at a registry level
  Chris Pelling:Before NameCheap was using their own gTLD creds, they were using their own PP service at eNom
  Chris Pelling:COMMENT ^^
  Tom Barrett - EnCirca:it would be helpful to identify the type of non-affiliated providers who provide their details
in the Whois on behalf of the beneficial owner who would not consider themselves subject to this new policy.
  Roger Carney:Theo doesn't like Chris that much :)
  Chris Pelling:Last time I buy Theo beers ;)
  Roger Carney:lol
  Theo Geurts:I only dare to use Chris as an example as he such a nice person
  Tom Barrett - EnCirca:good point Steve
  steve metalitz:Let's get specific about how escrow requirements would be different for unaffiliated providers. 
Theo's suggestion that the escrow indicate which registrar is associated with each registration is a good one.  Are
there others? 
  Theo Geurts:I think technically we can solve everything
  steve metalitz:@Theo , how would customer transfer to a different registrar?  Service provider would need to do
thsince they are "the registrarnt" 
  Theo Geurts:not if the email alias is set to the registrant, the registrant would get the FOA
  Roger Carney:After Joburg
  Chris Pelling:after would be better
  Chris Pelling:yes to friuday4Yes to friday
  Roger Carney:This time works
  Theo Geurts:friday is good
  Chris Pelling:thanks all
  Tom Barrett - EnCirca:bye
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